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Dear Harry
•

J. F.

Though he had something out
the ordinary to relate, Wallace

of

Han-

cock observed his usual ritual when
he got home from work. He first

removed certain articles from the
jacket of his suit. Pocket comb, tie
and loose change went
into a tray he kept for such articles
on his bureau. Jacket, trousers, necktie, and shoes
the shoes after having trees inserted were restored to
clasp, wallet,

—

—

bedroom
he had worn that

their proper places in the
closet.

The

shirt

day, along with his knee-length socks,
he dropped into the hamper in the

bathroom.
He put on a red bathrobe over his

Hopkins
That he didn't read either The Times
or the local paper until his evening's
writing stint was over, he regarded
as a tribute to his dedication and
sense of discipline.

Tonight Laura didn't offer him a
section of the paper. In glancing at

when he bought

it at the drug
he saw there was a story about
the finding of two bodies in an isoit,

store,

lated section of Jersey.

ous about

about

But he wished Laura would remain

per

in the kitchen

when she cooked. He

was always afraid something would
burn when she sat in the living room
and read the newspaper.
She was reading the newspaper.
It was the one he had brought home
with him, not The Times, which was
delivered every morning. He settled
into his chair, rested his feet on a

bright red hassock,
eyes.

and closed his
Sometimes she would offer him

a section of the paper.

He usually demade the mis-

clined. Sometimes she
take of asking whether he had seen
an item in the news.

"I haven't seen the paper," he
would say. It was an answer that always gave him great satisfaction.

curi-

If

"What are we having for dinner?" he asked, his eyes still closed.
"Something good," said Laura.

and shorts, slipped into a
pair of scuffs, and went into the living room. The cooking smells were
reassuring as he passed the kitchen.
T-shirt

He was

she did offer to relinquish some of the paper, he would
agree to look at the front page.
it.

"It won't
it

and

be good if you forget
let it burn."

"You just want me to put the
down so you can grab it."
"I don't give a damn about

pa-

the

paper."
In another ten minutes he asked
it,
meaning their dinner,
would be ready. Laura went to the
kitchen, checked, and said it would
be ready in one more minute. "I've
been waiting for your baked potato,"
she said.

when

They

ate in the kitchen,

where they

ate all their meals except

when they

had company, on which occasions
they used the living room. Their
third-floor

apartment,

the

only

apartment in a three-story house, had
no dining room. The owners, the
Bernsteins, occupied the first two
floors.
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Laura was

He was

said.

You've heard

"No,

I

Laura

can't

have."
"Certainly you have.
I

concen-

say that

Fm

I

sure that

must have mentioned him

at

one

time or another."
"What did you say about

"Fm
Anyway

sure

—

I

he's

him?"
remember now.

can't

Arthur Corbin's broth-

Younger brother."
"The playwright?"
"Of course. And short story writer.
Not many people know about those.
He's written a number of short
stories which have found their way

er.

into the anthologies. Well, not

many

But two or three are quite
famous. Always popping up in the
stories.

anthologies."

"Did the one in your office tell
you he was Arthur's brother?"
"No, no. I heard it from someone
else

more or

less inadvertently.

From

someone who assumed I knew it."
"It's funny it never occurred to
you that he was Arthur's brother. It's
not that common a name."
"I don't know why it never did. Ex.
cept that Dave Corbin doesn't seem
like the kind who would have a playwright for a brother."

"Why

doesn't

"I doubt it."

at

"Fascinating,
me speak of

He

didn't, really. Dis-

agreeing with Laura nourished his
belief that he was the more perspective.

Dave Corbin?"
"Dave Corbin?"
centrated.

his brother does too, in

conversation."

"Learned an interesting thing

work today," he
really.

"Maybe

good as her word.

as

enjoying his steak.

he?"

"He's not especially articulate. I
suppose that sounds silly. There's no
reason why a playwright can't have
a brother who isn't especially articulate. But I shouldn't be surprised if
that's one of the reasons I never
linked the two names. Dave's bright
enough, I gather, but he's always
fumbling around for the right word."

They said very

little during the
Wallace put on a
kettle of water to boil at the end of
it. He would have a cup of tea, Laura
a cup of instant coffee. He was eager
to resume talking about the Corbins,

rest of the meal,

the possible implications of the relationship to his own career.
"Are you going to take a nap?"

asked Laura.
"Don't I always?" Why did she
ask so many questions to which she
surely knew the answers?
"Well, yes. But you seem in less of
a hurry tonight."
"I never hurry."
"That's true."
He carefully measured out the instant coffee, placed a tea bag in the
other cup. Everything went smoothly
until he poured the boiling water. It
hissed and
saucer.

"Why

somehow

does

it

splattered

the

do that?" he asked,

annoyed.
"It doesn't make any difference.
Put a paper napkin in the saucer."
He wished all of the water had
gone where it was supposed to have
gone. It would have made speaking
about his writing career easier.
"I'd like to speak to Dave about

his brother."

"Why
"He

don't

doesn't

you?"
know I know who

his

brother is."

won't come as any surprise
you found out. I imagine
that's an experience he's had many

"Oh,

to

him

it

that

times."

"Too many times."

—
Dear Harry
"One more time won't hurt. What
you want to say? Just say it.
That's all. Be natural."
"I can't very well go up to him
is it

and say

'Start

brother,' can

"What
want

is it

talking

about your

I?"
about his brother you

"No?

Everybody I see on the
street
I always assume they want to
be writers. Who would want to be
anything else? You wanted to be a

—

writer."

"That was in high school.
over

I

got

it."

He

it."

"Well,

never got over

I

slumped over his cup of tea, feeling
very discouraged. He was uncomfortably close to thirty-five.

How

in his twenties,

Wallace recalled. His

late twenties.

"There's been good reason for you
to keep at it," said Laura.

"You have

real talent."

"You

why

don't they think so?"

some day."
."
could get past those
The answer wasn't in the bottom of
the tea cup. "I'm almost thirty-five.
You know that?" He sighed. "I'm
tired of talking about it."
I

something."
"I

mean

—something

special."

very flatwasn't very flattering in
the first place to ask me if I was
working on something."
She drew in her breath sharply.
He caught the flash of her eyes.
"Sorry," he said. "I know I can
be a trial at times."
tering.

that's not

It

"You'll feel better after your nap
then you can get something

and

done."

He

finished his tea. "Don't do the

dishes," he said. "I'll help

them

"I'll

He

you with

later."

do them.

I

don't mind."

a deep sleep almost
immediately upon getting into bed.
Exactly one hour later he woke up.
He had no need of an alarm clock.
fell

into

after-dinner naps were always
one hour. He neither set the
alarm before his nap nor when he
went to bed for the night.
Wallace used as his study what
could have been a second bedroom,
though a small one. It contained an
office-type desk with foldaway typefor

"You'll get a break
"If only

asked.

His

really think so."

"I certainly do."

"Well,

she

"Of course I'm working on something now. I'm always working on

old

was Arthur Corbin when he had his
first Broadway hit? That would be
The Devil's Minions. He had been

lead-

"Are you working on something

now?"

"Now, honey,

wants to be a writer."

was no door

the stairs. There

ing to their apartment. If you took
a header at the top of the stairs,
you'd wind up outside the Bernsteins'
second floor sitting room.

know? Go ahead and

ask
him. He'd probably be flattered."
"I'm not so sure. He probably has
an inferiority complex about having
such a famous brother."
"Don't be silly. Not everybody
to

about it until he got so drunk
she would worry that he'd fall down

talk

.

.

Laura knew that this wasn't so.
With the slightest encouragement
and she never discouraged him ^he
would talk about it by the hour. If
he got started drinking he would

—

writer, a metal filing cabinet, a safe

in

which his manuscripts were neatand a bookcase contain-

ly stacked,

ing reference tools. Bond paper, canary sheets, onionskin paper, carbon
paper, pencils, pens, type cleaner, a
postage scale, and a ruler were aU
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within easy reach. Laura had planned
it

that way.

When he got up from his nap, he
put on essentially the same working
clothes night after night before retiring

his

to

sweater,

study:

and

slacks,

turtleneck

a

ankle-length

socks (as opposed to the knee-length
he wore at the office)
He never
wrote with his shoes on. It rather an.

noyed him that turtleneck sweaters
had become the rage. There was a
time when he associated them only
with himself and the late Sean
O'Casey.

Once dressed, he sloshed water on
wash away the cobwebs
and then he combed his hair. The
last part of the ritual was to obtain
a glass of ice water from the kitchen.
Then he walked down the narrow
hallway and entered his study, closhis face to

ing the door behind him.

His most recently completed manuscript

othy."

was

He

called

"The Tales of Tim-

considered

he had ever written.
Outrage,

a

it

It

the best story

had been

at

quarterly published by the faculty of a small liberal arts college in the Middle West,
three weeks. Outrage was the second
stop for "The Tales of Timothy,"
literary

rage would surely be more receptive
to new talent than the slicks so demonstrably hostile to it.

Once

in his study, he sipped at the
water and examined what he had
worked on since completing "The
Tales of Timothy." He had six loose
ice

from a

sheets

of him.

legal-sized

Among

pad in front

they
contained eight statements or variathings,

theme he was trying

tions of the

develop.

other

He found

all

to

eight unsatis-

There were also some very
sketchy notes about two characters,
an old man and a young one, who
might exemplify his theme and posfactory.

it. There were also
he had made up. These

sibly even clarify

seven

titles

were not prospective titles for the
story he was trying to drag out of his
subconscious or wherever it was
lodged. They were simply titles that
he had made up and liked.
How could Outrage turn down

"The Tales of Timothy"?

It

was

clearly his best.

He got up and peered out the
window. He didn't like the idea of
people looking over at him, so he
turned off the light. The room overlooked back yards and high wooden
fences.

There were two alleys. A powlamp was intended as a

which had been returned by The
New Yorker within a week of its send-

erful street

ing, but not, according to Wallace's

steins

deterrent

had

to

prowlers.

their

own

The

deterrent.

Bern-

Three

calculations,

strands of barbed wire ran the length

sorely disappointed

of their fence. Wallace

by return mail. Though
by the rejection,
he had taken heart from the fact that
someone had written the word Sorry
on the rejection slip. He had various
other high-paying markets in mind
but upon seeing several stories that

had appeared in Outrage listed by
one of the annual short story anas among the distinctive
stories of the preceding year, he decided to try his luck there. And Out-

thologies

how
been,
first

remembered

apprehensive he and Laura had
despite the

barbed wire, the

couple of weeks after moving

in.

Tonight the moon was very bright.
He could have seen the rubbish can
and the garbage pail in the Bernsteins' yard even without the aid of
the street lamp. There was garbage,
if not rubbish, to be taken down. He
considered putting

it

out right then

—
Dear Harry
and

there. But he rejected the idea
simply a device for postponing
what he liked to think of as the mo-

as

—

the moment he sat
himeslf down and began the herculean task of putting words down
on paper.

ment of truth

"I know I said I'd write to him
only on weekends."
"I didn't say anything," she said.
"I know what you're thinking."
"You can write to him every night
in the week for all I care. But you're
always saying you have so little time

The demands of a full-time
all that and then you sit
back there, when I think you're working, and write a long letter to Har-

that

to write.

The glorious
moment when Laura would call him
at the office and tell him that a small
white envelope had come from Outrage. He had alerted her to be on
the lookout for it. To call him at the
office should one come. Not to bother if it was a large manila envelope.

job and

It

was a

engaged his

different

moment

attention.

More than anything

else,

however,

ry."

"Well, I had a lot to
You'll admit that much."

tell

him.

"Wally, I just said it's all right
with me if you write to him every
night in the week, but it seems to me

you want more time to work on
."
your stories
"You think I'm goofing off. Go
ahead and say it."
if

was thinking about the great coincidence, Arthur Corbin being Dave
Corbin's' brother, and what that coincidence might lead to, that kept
him from settling down to work. He
returned to his desk and put on the
light again. He would write to Harry
and tell him all about it.
It proved to be a long letter. He

what you
"And what do I really want to do?"
"Right now you want to fight and

always wrote his

I'm not having any."

it

letters

as well

original

as

drafts

—in

stories

long-

hand. The letters called for only minor revisions, slight changes that he
made while typing, and he always got
them in the mail the day he wrote
them.

He

the letter on the newel post,

left

intending to make a single trip of
when he took the garbage down.

"Ready

it

for a drink?" asked Laura.

"I sure am."

She went to the kitchen to make
the drinks and on the way back she
noticed the

letter.

Wallace was reading the evening
paper.

"Who

.

She sighed.
goofing

"Harry."
She said nothing.

"It's

not a question of

just a question of
really want to do."
It's

"You know there's nothing in this
world I'd rather be than a writer."
"O.K. Be a writer."
"I

am

a writer."

"Let's finish our drink

and go

to

bed."
"I have to take the garbage down.

And," he mumbled, "mail
Did you do the dishes?"

my

letter.

"Yes."

you not to."
She didn't answer.
"You said you thought 'The Tales
of Timothy' was my finest story. Do
you remember saying that? Did you
"I told

really

did you write to?"

off.

.

mean

"I really

it?"

meant

it.

It's

a very fine

story."
"Is

it

as

good as most you read

—
Four Quarters
The New Yorker? Or
them?"

in

of

"Oh, Wally,

at least

how can

some

I

answer

that? What do I know about it? Yes,
I think it's as good as some I've read

The

in

New

"Well,
to write

Yorker. But what's

my

opinion worth?"
"You're a more or less typical
reader. You read and enjoy their
magazine. They want to please their
readers, don't they?"

"Yes, but I'm your wife. I can't
begin to be I don't know what the
word is. Neutral? I can't be objective about it."
"I know you can't." He looked at

—

his empty glass. Why couldn't he
nurse along a drink the way other
people could? "You ready for another?" he asked.
"No. Not yet. What all did you tell

Harry?"
"Mostly about Arthur Corbin be-

Dave Corbin's brother."
"Are you sure you're not coimting
on this leading to something?"
"How could I count on that? I

ing

barely know Dave Corbin. It's like
the cartoon you see in the paper
he's somebody I meet at the water
cooler."

He

"What you

mon. You know
the office

in

bothered

with

like children's colds

supermarket."

mundane
and prices

things
at the

that.

There's nobody

can even talk

to.

I

things that really interest
me. I'm lucky I've got him to write
to. I'm right in the middle of a cultural oasis."

"Oasis?"
"I

mean

wasteland.

A

slip of the

tongue."
"Is he any better off?

A little

town

Indiana?"

in

"It's

that.

that

a college town. Don't forget
I couldn't stand all

Of course

academic crap."

He

felt

better

than he had all evening. The Scotch
was helping out, and remembering
that he hadn't gone for the Ph.D.
always gave him a lift. Ph.D.'s were
for college teachers, not writers. Harry, he felt, had made a fatal compromise in going for the doctorate.
But not an unforgivable one. He forgave him. A man overlooked his
his friends' mistakes and shortcom-

ter

be

I

mean about

the bottle.

"Did you ask about the children?"
"What should I have asked?"
"Lucy had a cold."
"Oh, that was a week ago. She's
probably all over it by now."
"You two literary geniuses can't

ever find to write to

about I'll never know.
Week after week."
"We have a hell of a lot in comeach other

ings.

don't

supermarket."

at the

looked at his empty glass again.
know about you, but I'm
having another drink."
There wasn't much of the Scotch
left. Barely enough for his usual two
shots on the rocks, so he emptied
"I

we're certainly not going
back and forth about prices

"I'm still afraid you're counting
on something coming of all this."

He looked

at

her questioningly.

"All this Arthur Corbin business,"
she said. "You said most of your let-

was about it."
"I'm not counting on anything,"
he said sharply. "However, certain
possibilities do come to mind, and it
was these I was more or less outlining to Harry."

"What
"Your

are these possibilities?"

voice has a decidedly nega-

tive tone, if I

may

say so."

"Honey, I'm not being negative.

I

—

"

Dear Harry
want you

just don't
self

up

to build your-

something and then be

to

dis-

appointed. If you don't want to tell
told Harry, well, don't

me what you
me. But

tell

times you

I

tell

am interested. Someme I'm not interested

your writing. But I am."
know you are. I say that when
I'm feeling sorry for myself. I told

in

"I

him it was highly conceivable that
Dave Corbin and I would get to

—

know each other better I don't
mean become real good friends. I
don't mean that at all. But that I'd
get to know him well enough that it
wouldn't be unthinkable for me to
Well, ask him if he'd mind approaching his brother about taking
a look at one of my manuscripts
'The Tales of Timothy,' for example
.

"If
to

it

would make you

feel better

have another drink, why don't you

get

one?"

"I finished the bottle."
"Isn't there anything else?"

"Only that rotgut you drink."

"You used

to drink

it

before

we

were married."

"My

taste

has improved."

"Take the garbage down, will
you?" She flounced out of the room
and went to bed.

.

.

—and
I

it. He hasn't been asked. I haven't
so much as joined his brother for
coffee and doughnuts. What a Cassandra you are."

see

can't

me know what he

let

seem

thinks.

to get past those first

readers
This way I'd have the
opinion of someone I respect, someone who's made a name for himself.
I guess it's a hell of a lot to ask.
.

.

Somebody
must

be.

.

as

But

busy as Arthur Corbin
all this is just a pos-

sibility."

"Wouldn't you rather have a novelist

read

"He
you

is

that.

he's stuck

the

or a short story writer?"
a short story writer. I told

it

Of course

in recent years

mainly to plays.

money he makes. But

Why
I'd

not,
still

have great respect for anything Arthur Corbin would say about a short
story."

—

"Suppose he doesn't like it 'The
Tales of Timothy'?"
"Is that what you think his verdict
would be? Thumbs down?"
"Honey, I told you my opinion
isn't worth anything. I just want you
to be prepared for a disappointment.
Then if it's good news

—

"My

God, he hasn't even agreed to

The day "The Tales of Timothy"
came back from Outrage, Laura remembered Wallace's instructions.
She did not telephone him at the office and tell him about the large
manila envelope. But before dinner
that night she did suggest a cocktail.
He had already dropped his shirt

and knee-length socks into the hamper and put on his red bathrobe.
This was not one of the times, however, that the suggestion irritated
him.
"What's the occasion?" he asked.
"I wasn't going to tell you until
after dinner but you told me never
to do that. Your story came back."
She produced the manila envelope.
He took a letter opener and calmly cut through the flap.
"It may not be altogether bad
news," he said. "They may have said
something." He withdrew the manuscript. Without detaching the rejection slip, he passed it to her.
"They're out of their mind, honey," she said.

"Not a damn word. Not a damn
Is it as bad as all that?"

word.

—
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"It's a good story, honey. It's a
wonderful story."
He didn't answer but he was grate-

ful

What

for her loyalty.

else

had

he?

He couldn't bring himself to read
the manuscript again^ even to read
the

newspaper.

drink," he said.

"O.K., I'll have
martini."

a

"A

She made a manhattan for herself.
movie tonight," she

"Let's go to a

said. "It will cheer

He shook

you up."

his head. "I won't write

anything, but

I

don't

want

to see a

tion, I suppose. Our longest exchange
of remarks would be more like it.
I

When

he next spoke, he said, "If
they're right, I'm out of my mind."
"They're not right. They don't

know what they're doing."
"What do I do now?"

"I'm not going to get plastered,"
he said. "That's one thing I'm not
going to do. This is it." He gave the
glass a ping with his forefinger.

Sunday's

It

"For what team?"
"For whatever team they have in
York.

You

didn't say."

"The Giants. All these years and
you still don't know the team in New
York is the Giants?"
"Death is too good for me."
"It's just that

"The same as you've always done.
Send it out again. Keep on writing.
The hell with them."
He had a second martini before
dinner. There was still something in
the pitcher when they went in for
dinner, so he had a third as he ate.

about

turns out that his brother
is the football fan in the family. Dave
doesn't care for it. But his brother
has season tickets. Not here, of
course. New York."
"Did you put sugar in mine?"
"Yes. Are you listening to me?"
"Dave Corbin's brother has season tickets in New York."

New

movie."

something

said

game.

these years

"I'm just

I

thought after

all

would have registered."
a dumb bunny."

it

you're not," he protested. He
most recent evidence
she alone had seen the great merit
of "The Tales of Timothy."
He made himself another cup of
coffee. She drank hers black, and he
always finished ahead of her.
"The question before the house is

"No

didn't cite his

'What do I do now?'"
She waited attentively.

Toward the end of the meal he
came close to asking her to make
another one ("Just one more") but
he overcame the temptation. As usual,

"Why should I keep on subsidizing the post office? If they had said

he put water on to boil. "I think I'll
have coffee tonight instead of tea.
Maybe I won't sleep so long then."

was only some evidence that
a human hand had touched it even
the paper clips were baclc in the same
place."
"They don't know a good story
when they see one."
"At least I've got you."

It was only when sober that he had
the built-in alarm clock.
few drinks
at dinnertime, and his nap would run
far longer than he intended, and then

A

he would be wide awake in the wee
hours of the morning.
"A funny thing," he said, "I had

my

longest conversation with

Dave

Corbin today. Well, not a conversa-

—anything—

something

made

all

If there

"I'm not much."
"Oh, yes you are. To

He

it

would have

the difference in the world.

—

me you

are."

should tell her that more often.
But he only thought of it when undergoing a disappointment such as

Dear Harry

What would he tell her if
some great triumph came his way?
How would he treat her then? He
imagined himself signing a contract
to do the motion picture script to be
today's.

case

his

letter to

friend.

That much was

definite.

"I see only one thing to do," he
said.

"What's that?"
"Try to get Arthur Corbin to read
it." When she didn't answer immediately, he said, "You don't look as
though you think it's much of an
idea."
"It's just that you don't know his
brother well enough to ask a favor

You've said so yourself."
end of my rope."
it's not as bad as all that."
"How do you know how bad it is?"
"Well, I don't. But I know it's a
great disappointment for you the
story coming back without a word
from them. I know it must be heartbreaking. But I can't feel it to the
same extent that you do. I admit
like that.

"I'm
"Oh,

at the

—

that."

"There's nothing else for

me

to do.

What can I do?"
"You can go on

just as you have
been. Writing stories. Sending them
out."

"I'm at the end of my rope. Can't
you understand that?"
"Take a nap. You'll feel better."
"I'd like to tie one on. That's what
I'd like to do."

You said the one thing you weren't
going to do was get plastered."
"So

And

I

somehow

for

getting

the

»

*

«

Two days went by and there was
no chance encounter at the water
cooler. So on the third day he dialed
Dave Corbin's extension, identifying
himself as Wally. When Corbin hesitated, Wally quickly filled in the gap
saying, "Wally Hancock" and Corbin
said, "Oh, of course." Wally suggested they have lunch together sometime soon and Corbin agreed. They
consulted desk calendars and made
it the following Monday.
"He couldn't have been nicer,"
Wally told Laura Monday night.
"There wasn't the slightest indication
that he thought me in any way presumptuous.
I not mail

He
it

intermediary.

thought

direct.
I'll

it

So

give

it

better that

he'll act

to

him

as
to-

morrow morning. You can

bet your
on that."
Wally had remained dressed. In-

life

stead of his usual early evening fatigue, he felt exhilarated.
"It's too bad I wasn't able to get

hold of you," he said.
have eaten out."

"We

could

They were sitting in the kitchen as
Laura worked at the range.
"At least take your tie off," said
Laura. "I'm afraid you'll get something on it."
"Tonight gravy could go down the
whole front of me and I wouldn't

mind a

bit."

"All the same, take your tie off."
"I wish we had tickets for something tonight.
show. So we could

A

celebrate."

"W-a-l-l-y!"

did."

he didn't.

he got up,
Harry, making

manuscript into the hands of Arthur
Corbin.

made

of his best-selling novel, passaffairs
opportunities for
ing up
with beautiful women. Would he really have the moral courage to withstand such temptations?
Harry would remain his best

When

she had suggested.

he wrote a

He

took a nap, as

"I know,

I

know. I'm being pre-

—
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mature. But I can't help it. I feel
mighty good. After all these years,
I'm finally getting past those first
readers.

The

ple."

bastards,"

—

"But Wally he's not connected
with a magazine."
"True enough. But you don't mean
to tell me that if he likes it, he won't
do something about it?"
"Well, this may sound dumb, but
what could he do about it? Show it
to a friend of his who's on a magazine?"

"He could do
show

it

a lot of things. Like

to his agent. Just

suppose-

just suppose I had the same agent as
Arthur Corbin! Doors would open
up, believe me."
As they ate, he could tell that Laura's mood did not match his own.
"Harry says he doesn't know why
I waited so long. Of course he doesn't
know that I've actually asked him.
But I wrote that I was going to."
"And he thought it was a wise
idea?"
"It's not a question of being wise,"
he said, in irritation. "It's a matter
anything
of doing what you can
to further your own cause. You can't
just do what I've been doing. Things
don't work that way."
"You mean a writer needs influence?"

—

"Not exactly influence. He needs
connections." He put down his fork
and pressed his fingers against his
palm, trying to find the right words.
"I'm not saying quality doesn't count.
It does. But there are too many people in strategic positions who can't
recognize it. The talented but unknown writer has to get past those
people."

"Like the

first

Mark Twain's

people

who read
how

stories didn't see

good they were?"

what Mark Twain has
do with it."
"I'm just using him as an exam"I don't see

to

"I'm unfamiliar with Mark Twain's
problems as a beginning writer. I
don't doubt he was better off than
beginning writers are today. Magazines began to flourish in the nineteenth century. Today they're withering on the vine. You've got to be a

anywhere today." He
thought of Corbin. "Or a playwright
like Arthur Corbin."
"Well, we don't have tickets to a
show, but we can see a movie. Want
to?"
"Swell," he said. "I couldn't write
anything tonight if my life depended
novelist to get

—

on

it.

Seven or eight motion picture
houses were within a ten minute walk
of their apartment. On their way back
they stopped at a bar. They had little
to say about the movie. Wally said
he would take foreign films over
American any day of the week, and
Laura agreed, saying that they came

much

closer,

especially the Italians,

showing life as it is.
Wally soon got to talking about
his writing, and Laura had a questo

tion.

"At dinner you said that today a
writer has to be a novelist to get

—

anywhere. Why is it I'm only asking that you haven't tried to write
a novel?"

—

Wally refrained from immediately
out that he already had

pointing
tried

to

write a

novel.

He

cahnly

shook out some peanuts into his palm
and flipped them into his mouth. As
he chewed, he appeared to be meditating.

"You seem

to

have forgotten," he

said, "that I've already tried to write

Dear Harry
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a novel. Three or four times, as I reOnce I did thirty-some typed
pages, which is a good bit longer

him very much. It wasn't professional. The professional wrote every day.
It was a consolation to read, in a let-

than most short stories. But when I
decide a thing is simply not coming

ter

call.

discard it. Now I'd be the first
admit that the market for a novel
is much better than for short stories.
But my idea has always been to make
a name for myself as a short story
writer and then turn to the novel.
One story in The New Yorker and
our phone would be ringing. Agents.
Book publishers. That's been my
plan. And I'm firmly convinced that
in the long run it would work out
funny
that way. But I'm not averse
off, I

to

—

how many

—

wrong

it's

people

get

that

—

tion I'm using, not adverse

And

cuts.

word

averse, in the construc-

that's

to short-

what I'm hoping Ar-

thur will provide.

A

shortcut."

He

looked around for their waiter.
"Don't forget you have to go to
work tomorrow morning."

"Are you kidding? I'd drag myhad double pneu-

self in there if I

monia, manuscript in hand."

He

in view of the
from Harry, ".
circumstances, your block is very understandable."
.

.

keep him
almost as
prompt as The New Yorker.
This time the manila envelope was
not waiting for Wally at home. Arthur Corbin mailed it to David at

Corbin

Arthur

waiting

didn't

He was

long.

his office.

Laura didn't have

to

be a mind-

reader,

"He
"He

sent
sent

back," she said.

it

it

back," he said.

Except for taking off his shoes he
remained dressed.
"No encouragement?"
"He didn't say much, actually. He
didn't write anything to

me

person-

a note to Dave, which
he let me have. Maybe it'll be a collector's item some day. Number one
thousand and eight in the Complete
ally. It's all in

Correspondence of Arthur Corbin."
Wally read it to her.

did feel quite well the next

morning, as a matter of fact, and getting to work was no problem. The
only problem was getting "The Tales
of Timothy" into Dave Corbin's
hands without making a big production out of it he took great pride

—

in keeping his writing aspirations to

was his firm conviction
amateurs made it known
that they "wrote." Corbin made it
easy for him. They might just as well
have been exchanging a few casual
remarks about office correspondence.

Dear Dave,
If your
were John,

friend's

first

name

would unhesitatingly recommend that he form
an insurance company. He could
call it the John Hancock Insurance Company.
I

himself. It
that only

The week

that followed

was harder

"Very funny, wouldn't you say?"

As

for

his

nicely written

—

a rather
story
character sketch

but not, in my judgment, a salable short story. Found it some-

for Wally to get through than the

what on the "literary"

month

bit

had been at Outrage.
He found that he couldn't force himself

to

the story

write. This failure bothered

it

self-conscious.

side.

Better

A

done,

might have a chance at The

Atlantic.

Or

at

The Atlantic

of
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five years

ago when

I

" 'A rather nicely written character sketch but not, in my judgment,
a salable short story.' That's what
they used to call Hemingway's early

used to

see an occasional issue. No one's
going to make a living writing
for The Atlantic anyhow. My
advice to him? Oh, hell, writers
neither want nor take advice.
What can I say beyond Keep
Plugging? But does any writer
have to be told that? I don't

Hemingway."

"Why

you revise it? And
The Atlantic?^'
In his momentary anger, he almost
told her what she could do with The

send

think so.

Adele has been admitted

Did

to

you? She's at
the stage that she's ashamed of
the old man. I'm not to be mentioned in the same breath with
Harold Pinter. At fifteen, Paul,
Cornell.

I tell

it

it

don't

to

Atlantic, but

he checked himself in

making up
out on her.

time,
it

his

mind not

to take

" 'The Tales of Timothy' is as good
a story as I can write," he said stiff-

if unimpressed, at least doesn't
look down his nose at me. At
seventeen,
he probably will!
Irene is well.
No, I didn't mind looking at
your colleagues' ms. But don't

make

—

character sketches. Not that
putting myself up there with

stories

I'm

ly.

"Right now, anyway."
it's a darn good story," she
with conviction.

"Well,
said,

"At the moment, I just don't know
where to send it next. But I'll think
of some place. Maybe tomorrow."

a habit!

That night, writing was out of the

I'm in some goddam tax trouble with Uncle but I'll spare you
the details. No fault of mine.
Your brother is paying more
than his fair share, believe me.

He decided that after the
eleven o'clock news he would have
two or three drinks. But no more
than that. In the meantime, he would
write to Harry, enclosing Arthur Corbin's letter and asking that he return
question.

All the best,

Arthur

it.

"He made

Writing to Harry wasn't work, so
he remained dressed, except for the
scuffs he substituted for the shoes he

'colleague's ms.' a plu-

ral possessive," said Wally,

"but

I'll

grant that it's probably a typo. But
it's not a typo I'd make."
"I wouldn't be discouraged," said
Laura. "He said it's nicely written.
He admitted that."

had taken off earlier. He sat at his
desk and the words came easily. They
always did when he wrote a letter
to

Harry.

The Continuum
• Robert Lesmati

Why

does

it

never

the carved heart in
falsely
tall,

kill
its

perhaps after

the oak,
chest boasting

grows
and drops

all? It

insignificantly scarred

its seed into the warm earth
conceiving stately doors.

womb

The Sunder Score
Loy

Otis Banks

was on a day toward the end of
twenty-year period of hegemony
for the Sunder theory that Dr. Eli
Sunder met with a setback. Or rather
a series of setbacks, for one followed
the other with ruinous certainty. Out
of a sky that threatened no thunderclap, nor bore even a hint of cloud,
came the published challenge of a
novice, a fledgling psychotherapist
bent upon setting aside the Sunder
theory, and carried in the journal
which Dr. Sunder himself had founded. That might have been enough.

Sunder asked himself another
Would the article and afterward the book start a drift that
would in time discredit his own find-

But there was something more, an
identity that Dr. Sunder acknowledged with profound reluctance. The

cess about the relationship of parents

It

a

was
had been

Dr.

question.

It

his

For comfort he looked back, almost furtively, into two unchallenged
decades of the Sunder theory. The
Sunder Score? That sounded impressively

For twenty years he, Dr. Sunder,
had written with extraordinary suc-

and children. And in all his writing
and lectures he had built his reputation for soundness upon his consistent premise that the child is an innocent adult, and that the direction for
all child training should be toward
the discovery of means for the accelerated movement from the condition

own

late

of innocence to that of experience.
It had been Dr. Sunder's belief,
and for twenty years that of a Sun-

der-convinced nation, that in innocence lay pain and frustration, that
in experience lay pleasure and freedom, and that the time lapse between
these conditions in past generations
had been excessive and therefore inhumane, if not brutally destructive.
There had been comfort for Dr.
Sunder in that backward glance, but

THE SUNDER YEARS A SPOIL
:

OF INNOCENCE

mood

of rising anger and disDr. Sunder read the article
with vexatious care and, afterward,
concluded that it was part of a longer work. A book. That seemed probbelief.

His daughter had been

at

the problem lay in the future, the
future of the Sunder theory. He had
been viciously set upon, and that the-

work

upon one, and the article was based
upon elaborate mechanisms for ob-

ory hatefully attacked, by his own
daughter. What ought he to do?
Dismissing for the moment the

servation.
It

was

after a

but appropriate to

feat.

came upon the journal. In going on to his study he did not look
at the letters addressed to himself,
only at the journal and the implicating words which formed the title of
his daughter's article:

able.

obsolete,

his present posture of expectant de-

tion,

In a

—

ings of twenty years?

daughter.
evening when Dr.
Sunder, with his wife, returned to his
apartment and, sorting through the
mail accumulated during their vacafledgling

—

second reading that

13
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thought of action, Dr. Sunder began
to look for causes.

Such an

attack,

he reasoned, could come only out of
a great unhappiness, perhaps even
profound disillusionment. But where
was the source of that? Hadn't his
daughter been a special recipient of
the Sunder theory? The freest of the
free, she had been, almost totally
without bonds from birth, unhampered by inhibition and affiliation
throughout childhood, unwarped by
any emotion, and grown to young
womanhood in an enlightened and

Eden of the intellect. What,
had gone wrong?
Waiting for thought that would
heal, because he had no desire to
liberated

then,

seek revenge. Dr. Sunder decided, for
the purpose of charting a published
response, to set down the particulars
of the young author's charges against

And as he began, the monstrousness of the indictments almost
overwhelmed him. He worked for an

himself.

hour, and at the end of that time
was startled by the recognition that
he had formulated the charges
against himself in the intimate, personal terms of confession.
In confusion he slipped the notes
he had made inside the journal, and
to spare the feelings of his wife, he
hid the magazine, first placing it in
an envelope marked "Erratum," then
positing it in the middle of a shelf
of books. There

it

would enjoy

vir-

He

recognized with
regret that in time his wife would
hear of the article, that as collaborators they would have to confront the

tual anonymity.

threat together.

Now
ward

his thought turned again to-

the seeds of what
filial

Carmel, and to
must surely be her

his daughter,
disloyalty.

Because she had always seemed so
resourceful and confidently poised as

a child, even through early puberty,
he had not been troubled that Carmel
had established no friendships with
those of her own age. It was as if
she had always preferred an adult
world and at the first opportunity
had enlisted in it. In the year before
graduated from preparatory
she
school, she had often helped him research his lectures, as well as assemble data for chapters of his books.
Had she recognized herself as playing a bit part even then among the
personae of his studies? If she had,
she had never betrayed what the mirror of his books revealed to her.

He

recalled that

it

was in the sum-

mer following her junior year at the
university that she had taken what
seemed an unwarranted interest in
And through her urging,
he had used his influence to get her
a playground position in the children's recreation program. For two
or three weeks thereafter he had observed in her an emotional quickenchildren.

a tactual absorptiveness that
threatened radically to replace her
long-established aloofness, an aloofness that had responded sensitively
only to the abstract, the theoretical.
Had he failed to accept that new
mood in her for what it had been?
And had it been for her the manifestation of a need to retreat from adult
thought and experience?
But the channel he had cut for her,
the Sunder groove, had in the end
proved too penetratingly wrought.
Carmel had given over her playground position by early July and
taken up her books again.
It was past midnight when Dr.
Sunder turned off the light by his
bed and prepared himself for sleep.
For a time he directed his thought
through channels of promise, and
deliberately, to offset the day's oring,

—
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deal. Across the hall, in her own
bedroom, he could hear his wife
breathing in heavy regularity. How
long had it been since he had sought

her comfort, drawn her to him in the
prize of night? Twenty years? He

knew

it had been longer.
She had been eighteen and already
expectant with child when he married her. He could congratulate himself that he had not asked, then or
later, who the father was. But as to
motives, he could not deny a morbid
curiosity and a vanity, too. At thirtyfive he had not been lonely, but the

prospect of acquiring a tenured patient-client had proved tempting, and
the bonus of the remote inheritance
which she carried seemed almost an
advance reward for his prospective
role in fighting a social wrong.
Nor could he deny that mother and
daughter had performed well the
services he
tion.

had

fitted

them

for, sub-

both, for his psychic observa-

jects,

And

in

one respect

at least

he

had compensated them. Both wife
and daughter he had educated, expensively and long, so that in the
end he had a wife as degree-weighty
as himself, and a daughter
No matter how he tried to force
his mind, his thoughts came agonizingly back to Carmel, and now to her
most damning information against
the Sunder theory: its intolerance of
innocence. How could that have
Cautiously, because he was
fearful, he let in the shape of the
past and began tabulating there the

been?

incidents in her childhood to which
he had applied the child-growth theo-

he had worked out through long
and intense studies. Then he sorted
and sifted until one incident lay strikingly out from the others
He saw clearly that Carmel had
ries

.

not yet

moved

.

.

irretrievably into the

15

adult world when, in a state of truant rarefaction, she had one day

brought home a stray puppy. His
wife had

come

to his study in great

What

to do with it? That
was the advice she sought. And he
had gone immediately to the backyard, where, wonder-stricken, Carmel
sat on the grass examining the va-

agitation.

grant.

"No pets, Carmel," he said to her,
quoting himself from an earlier occasion, and reaching down to retrieve
the puppy. In his arms the puppy
whined and twisted, and he said,
"Ah, a sentimental fellow, isn't he?

him to the pound at once."
followed me home from
school, Eli," Carmel said, using his
first name, as she had been taught.
"Puerility, a childish act, Carmel,"
I'll

take

"He

he pronounced. "Don't you want

to

grow up?"
"I want

know

to be like you, Eli, to
everything but to touch noth-

ing."

"Come,

then, we'll put this fellov/

out of reach."

Sleep now was what he desired,
but sleep would not yet come to him.

He seemed hopelessly wrapped in
painful retrospect, a fog that defied
all
the currents of his embattled
mind. Now he sorted and sifted
again, straining back encumbering
time, almost a quarter-century of it.
"Eli," she had said to him one
night of her child years when, waiting for the start of a television symposium, they had subjected themselves to the ending scene of a sentimental movie, "why is it I feel nothing about love?"
"Hollywood, Carmel, and an unreal world. How could it be otherwise
for

us?"
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"But I sometimes think there is a
world of love, but closed off."
"Love is the fabric of unreason,
Carmel, the absence of mind. Like

—

real

Santa Glaus."
"Yes, Eli."
It

was

after

that

stabilized,

his

he had waked from a

hind one another that he could not
close his door. He knew at once by
convulsions that they had

all

been poisoned and had come to him
for an antidote. But why had they
sought him out? He was not a medical doctor. In child voice each explained the tokens of his sickness.
And they were all the same. Un-

accompanied by their parents, and
unknowing of one another, they
spoke with one voice of what they
had been fed and of the spasms that
had taken them. To each he asked

"Who prescribed your
diet?" But always after the question, the faces froze with fear, and
not one of them would say who the
poisoner was. Wearied and confused,
he looked apprehensively back along
the endless line. And he could think
of no antidote, not one thing to althe question,

and he saw

tortured

could deal with it.
They had rehearsed

imagination
it

carefully,

he and his wife, more

scientifically,

short sleep, taken a sedative, and
then gone back to bed that the terrifying dream came to Dr. Sunder. To
his office they came in an endless
line, children pressing so close be-

their

image had

now

than a week before that afternoon of
performance, the act itself as well
as the analysis of it that immediate-

Carmel was seven, and
they had forthrightly responded to
her earlier curiosity about animal
propagation. Under their supervision
she had seen bulls and stallions rutting, and so they might expect no
great agitation to her mental sensibilities upon observing human beings in the act of copulation. Because
they had given everything connected
with the act a clinical name and explained beforehand with diagram,
they felt certain that Carmel would
experience neither fear nor disgust
as she beheld the natural transaction
between himself and his wife.
And immediately after the performance they had had cause for
self-congratulation. Carmel had not
bolted but had stayed close by the
couch as directed, quick-eyed, absorptive, missing nothing of the play
that had been staged solely to accelerate her initiation, vicariously, into adult experience. When he and his
wife had dressed and begun the rely followed.

movement enstarting to fill.
tered his mind, flared, became tentacular, and spread back toward the
past, the past that was the Sunder

sponse analysis, Carmel had answered their questions with the diand acuteness they had
rectness
trained her for, fidgeting a little at
times, but neither avoiding nor ignoring the value point at issue.
So all had gone well, and Dr. Sunder had been on the point of making
the adult-conducing experience the

Score. An image out of that past
time came into focus with a glare
that offended. He watched in alarm,
then found slow relief in its transformation from flame to ember. The

which he would recommend it to all
mind-healthy parents. But after only
a week had passed he discovered
what he thought in Carmel was a re-

leviate their suffering.

Sunder

woke

a sweat,
thought of reaching for the light
switch, but remained motionless in
the bed. The void left by the dream

Dr.

was

in

A

subject

of

a

scholarly

article,

in
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action. His wife, after the evening
meal, had been in the habit of slipping off her stockings and stocking
belt. This harmless ritual she performed in the living room just prior
to directing Carmel in her homework. On the night following the
adult-conducing experience, Carmel
had vomited violently at the moment
her mother began to divest herself
of the confining stockings and belt,
a ritual that had been enacted perhaps five hundred times before in the
consciously remote presence of the

daughter and herself.

The retching had gone
ized reaction in

on, a ritual-

itself, until

the eve-

ning when his wife had gone out to
dinner with a former classmate. That
night Carmel had not vomited. And
so he had talked about the matter
with his wife, and both had been
disinclined to attribute the series of

vomitings to

an imagination over-

stimulated by the vicarious experience at the couch-side and revived in
the week following by his wife's preparatory ritual in the living room.
But had the latter, by association,
insinuated the former?

A

similar response, deliberately
sought, brought confirmaion a week
later. He had stepped out of the shower and then called Carmel to bring
him a towel. Seeing him without
clothes, she
ly.

.

A

had vomited immediate-

.

reverberant sentence in his
daughter's article worked persuasively now at Dr. Sunder's troubled conscience. It was her last statement,
and to fix its precise meaning, he
went to his library and took the journal out of the envelope that served as
cloak and disguise. Then in the way
in which for years he had learned
definitions, he opened the shutter of

1?

mind

his

to

the cast of

word and

phrase:

"And

so I propose that Dr.
Sunder attempt to right the
wrong of the Sunder Years
by turning psychotherapist
and treating, for the rest of
his

life,

the

million-score

maladjustments which his
theories have inflicted."

The words were

fixed, and the
Dr. Sunder's conscious mind closed by slow degree.
He slept again. His mind closed and
then opened in a sphere in which he

shutter

fronting

had no volitive control. Another
dream visited Dr. Sunder.
Because he could remember how
insistently he had tried twenty years
ago to get his first book into the
.

.

sanctuaries of knowledge, the libraries of the world, he had seen in the
beginning that the undoing must
start there. And already in motion
was the plan he had devised, a complex
system
for
the
systematic

withdrawal of his books from more
than 10,000 libraries. To that end
his hired staff of one thousand were
now working. A warehouse lay emp-

and waiting to receive the books,
and the day for their interment he
had already appointed. One deep
furrow a thousand feet long, and
ty

then the overlayment of twenty feet
of earth.
new name for himself,

A

and for his step, a new country. But
what if someone in another generaattempted disinterment? A saloperation that would release
the spoil and pollute a new age. Perhaps drowning would be a surer way.
tion

vage

Or

fire.

How?

.

.

.

Dr. Sunder woke with the certain
conviction that in some way he would

—
m
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immediately set about destroying his
books, and thereby right, in part, the
wrong of the Sunder Score. But his
quiescent, rarefactive, would
serve up neither speculation nor plan.
With the dream impression still
dilating his veins, Dr. Sunder got out
of bed and, neglecting to pull on his
robe, started toward his wife's room.

mind,

He opened her door without first
knocking and went up to her bed.
He had put out his hand to touch her
arm when she woke

in fright.

"Eli!" she cried, raising herself
quickly in the bed, "What is it?"
He could think of no word to answer her with. All he wanted was
her comfort, beyond words and subject to no analysis. He started to take
her in his arms, but she quickly
writhed away from him and turned
on the bedside lamp. The glare from
the light became the notifying glim-

mer

in her eye.
"Eli!" she pronounced again, advancing both a warning and a denial.
Seeing her coldness in spinsterlike recoil, he turned back, knowing
in an instant that she would neither
want to share the agony of his
dreams nor audit his doubts. He
turned back toward his own room.

A

and it as if following his dream of
the poisoned children he had been
propelled to a new identity, as if that

dream and the one
tatively

fitted

just past

had

ten-

on a mask which in

time was destined to become his new
face. The new face was not yet there,
but waiting in the distance, in the
unseen offing, a meaning to be fully
recognized at a place and moment
pending.
But he could not fulfill the demand of his second dream by destroying all copies of his books and
then take on a new name and the
identity of another country. He had
run a long time in the cut of his own
making, the Sunder groove, and un-

Carmel he was too old now to
He was
like a ship with an eroded rudder;
age and the Sunder Score would force
a wide turning circle. A year. Two
like

effect a spectacular change.

years, perhaps, to complete the turn

about. But he had already moved the
rudder.
It was four o'clock. Dr. Sunder
saw, as he returned to his room.

There would be no more sleep for
him. He began dressing for the long
day ahead, a day of preparation and
plan.

Vision

• David Conford
Beyond the untroubled pond of light
call time ride seven horsemen
Seven kings in hound and cider weather
Galloping gold and green through autumn haze,
More shadows than men, three and then four,
Over smooth and level turf and streams

Which we

Bright in sudden sun, then dull in shade.
On to the blackening horizon
Smoked by its fires of red darkness.
years troubled by anxious visions:
Our days have come again full circle
In the eye of a smouldering sun.

The Interruption
• Alan Engle
That year, besides studying math
her general exams, my mother
also tried to fulfill her language requirements, French and German. She
had taken French and Spanish in college, but Spanish wasn't one of the

had given them part of a detective
or murder story that built up to a
suspenseful point and then suddenly

languages that a student could qualiand my mother's college
French was a long way off and halfforgotten. So my mother got busy.
Many of the math students took
courses to pass the language exams.
My mother thought these a waste of
time and decided to do it on her own,
devoting an hour a day to each language. The French came easily. My

mathematician who wrote in
French. "You're lucky he wrote in
French," my father commented as he
listened to my mother's description

for

stopped. The second or special half
of the exam, different for each department, was from a text by a Polish

fy in,

exam at
German was

of the

only

conclude

more general part

exam

"It's

diffi-

"But you are lucky," added my
"you have me here to help

you."

"I'm very glad," said my mother.
"If worse comes to worst, and you
(even
can't master the language
though little German children do)
then I will put on a disguise and take

—

the

exam

"How

for you."

very kind."

"It's only a reading exam and
you're allowed a dictionary. All you
have to do is learn the syntax and
fill in the blanks."

"But

that

of the

said

father,

perhaps
my mother and father were
right. In any case, my mother passed
her French exam first shot. She even
enjoyed taking it. The romance language department had had a little
fun with the graduate students; in
the

different.

my

mother. "Yes," said
my father, "it's a very difficult language. The French with their revolutionary tradition would never have
put up with it; but the Germans, they
are something else."
cult,"

mother skimmed through a French
grammar and then read a book or
two of my father's and looked at some
math books in French, for part of
the exam would be on math written
in French. My mother found the
French very easy, though my father
poked fun at her pronunciation; my
mother defended herself by asking
him how he could judge hers when
his own French pronunciation was
so abominable. I was taking only
fifth grade French, but when I compared my father's and mother's pronunciations with that of my French
teacher who was bom in France and
still spoke English with an accent, I
could
both

dinner.

the

syntax

is

the

hardest

part."

"True."

"And I won't have time to fill in
every blank, to look up every word."
"Then you'd better learn some vocabulary too," said my father.
"Anything else?"

it
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"Yes, some grammar."
"Have you left anything out?"

what he was looking

"Nothing important."
"You are most helpful."
"Just come to me when you're in
need."
My mother sweated over her Ger-

My

man.

father,

though he rarely

read anything in German since
graduate school, remembered a remarkable amount. My mother did
turn to him for help on occasion. He
would not only know the answer, but
he would also show my mother how
and where she could have come on
the answer herself, always an exasperating revelation for my mother, who only turned to my father as
a last resort, after she thought it
impossible to get the thing herself. It
was also exasperating because it was

another example of a charge
ther often

made

my

against

my

fa-

mother,

which he had demonstrated in the
way she used her mathematics books
too, that my mother really didn't

know how

to use a table of contents
or an index. "It's your progressive
school education that's at fault," he

would

tell

her.

"You were not taught

the old intellectual disciplines. They
wanted so badly to do away with tradition that they threw out the baby

with the bath."

My

father went up to the attic and
for a half hour among the
cartons and cartons of books kept up

rummaged

there, lifting old mattresses out of the
falling over objects he did-

way and

n't see and generally cursing because
he couldn't locate what he wanted
and accusing my mother of mixing

time;

that

whatever

moaned.

one who went through the book car-

work a

up

allowed
terested.

in the attic, since

we

weren't
mother wasn't in-

and my
But my father finally found

to,

German

—

everything together up there, which
wasn't true because he was the only
tons

for, a

reading grammar that he had used
in order to pass his own German exam in graduate school; it was a thin
book, a boon in itself, but more important it was written for graduate
students and not high school kids,
and so it wasn't afraid to be interesting and adult and even sophisticated.
He gave the book to my mother and
told her to read it and nothing else.
To everyone's surprise my mother
did begin to study from it; usually
she was very wary of any of my father's suggestions (as was my brother Paul
the joke around the house
being that the only way my father
could get Paul to read anything was
to tell Paul that the book was terrible
and not worth reading). To our further surprise, my mother was not
only reading the book my father had
brought down from the attic but was
enjoying it.
My mother passed her German exam and got to work in earnest on her
big general exams. But there was one
interruption and a very important
one for her, at least as long as it
lasted. My parents never spoke directly about it to us, of course. And
for a while I sensed that something
was very wrong without being able
to put my finger on it. I suppose I
learned about it from my father, but
even then indirectly and only because of some remarks he made
which puzzled me and infuriated my
mother. She became quite moody.
She even gave up studying for a

"What

it

was when I knew that
was, it was important.

a time for
"It

I

to

all

happen," she
these years of

waste, a mockery."

the bitterness of

why

it

makes

my

Such was

mother.

thought she was ill and wondered
she didn't call a doctor. And

21

The Interruption
then

if

doing

she were ill, what she was
with herself seemed very

work, and finally after years in graduate school she was turning into an

down

ace cleaning woman, a diamond of
a housekeeper. My mother threw a
wet rag at him. And she went back
to the bathroom walls, and after she
finished got started on the kitchen.

strange, for

instead of lying

person she substituted for
her studying the most strenuous kind
of physical exercise, all kinds of setting-up exercises and deep bends
which she did at various times during the day and always with that
grim look on her face, which I supposed was a sign of the strain of the
like a sick

exercise.

My
at all.

father didn't take

That puzzled

was amazed

me

it

seriously

even more.

I

at his light-heartedness.

He even made

certain jokes about it
that I didn't understand. He even
seemed proud of something or other
and completely unworried. I wondered why my mother didn't tell him
the truth because if he realized how
serious the business was, he couldn't
possibly keep on behaving the way
he was behaving. "Don't worry," he
told her, "it's happened before and
it can happen again, and maybe
you weren't cut out to be a mathematician anyway, the way you complain
about the work and the lack of time
and the way you sweat out the proofs
of your problems. Now you'll have
all the time in the world, you'll be
able to relax again; and don't worry,
you've got your master's, so you can't
say that all these years have been a

so

complete waste. In five or six years

be able to get back to your
again and become the high
school teacher that you planned on
being in the first place. Just relax. It's
fate. You might as well accept it."
My mother gritted her teeth, went
back to exercising, and then started
washing walls. I never saw her take
such an interest in the house before.

you'll
field

My

father remarked on this too.

Here

he had been complaining for years
about the way she shirked her house-

few days later my mother finally
her doctor. Apparently, for
some reason, she had waited a week
or so before calling him. And now
she discovered that he was out of
town and wouldn't be back till the
end of the week. I couldn't understand why she had waited to call him

A

called

in the first place,

and why

if

what

she had was serious she didn't rush
off to see another doctor instead of
telling the doctor's secretary over
the phone that she would wait for an
appointment next week.
I figured too that it must have
something to do with my mother's
appetite, for at each meal my father
would watch my mother eat for a
few minutes and then remark sol-

emnly but not really seriously, "You
seem to be hungrier tonight, my
dear," at which my mother would
look angry and just stop herself from
telling him to go to hell. And after
the meal, my father would ask my
mother, again mock seriously, whethor she really had had enough to eat,
which was very strange since my
mother never ate with much appetite
at all and kept very slim. And again

would come a guffaw from my father
my mother's angry and slightly
embarrassed reaction, and my father
would go on to inquire whether on
his way back from the library that
night he couldn't stop some place,
some delicacy shop, and bring her
back something special, "something
you've had your heart set on asparagus or some fancy pickles?"
I'll never forget the day my mothat

—

"
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She was so
kept dropping things,
and my father asked her whether he
oughtn't to take her over in the car

er

went

nervous

to the doctor's.

she

where the
doctor had his office. "No, "my mother said, "I'll walk." "You're right.
Maybe the walk will do you good,"
my father said, no doubt trying to
cheer her up. "I'm afraid it won't do
me that much good," my mother said

to the university hospital

sadly.

That day

my

father skipped work-

ing in the library, so

suppose he

I

worried too. He was
came home from school,
and he came running out from the
living room when I entered the back

was

finally

home when

I

door and then looked disappointed
as if he were expecting my mother

—

from the kitchen cupboard and
poured himself a stiff one and then
went to the stairs and yelled up to
my mother to ask if she wanted one.
When he came back to make a drink
for her too,

Twenty minutes

my

later

did come home.

My

to the kitchen,

where

mother

father rushed in-

was

I

sitting

with a glass of milk in front of me.
My mother was crying and she put
her arms around my father. My father went white and took her in his
arms. "Then it is true!" he said and
there was sorrow in his voice. I knew
then that he had just been trying to
cheer up my mother with his jokes.
"No!" she said, "it isn't true, isn't

wonderful?"
father pushed her away from

My

I

finally put the question

wanted to know what my
mother had been worried about.
"Some other time," he said. "We'll
to

him.

talk

I

about

it

some other time."

My

mother came down for her
drink. My father poured himself another one.

They raised

the air.

"I

was

just hoping,"

said, "that

I'll

I

He

my

mother

never be scared like

that again,"

"Oh," said my father, "I guess we
can drink to that."
They drank.
That night my mother was at her
desk again, catching up on problems.

• Paul Ramsey

Strident,

My

said,

The Power
"Man,

glasses.

her glass raised high,
"May it never happen again."
"What do you mean?" my father
asked, still holding his glass up in

mother

instead.

that

him. "For God's sake, what're you
crying for then? When you came
in here like that, I thought
My father was very angry, my
mother very apologetic. She went upstairs then to change clothes. My father got down the whiskey bottle

am beautiful," he says, striding.
unhappy, harming.

does not believe him.
Let us believe him
Until it is true.

On

a

Dark Tuesday
Inge Trachtenberg

He

has made
dark places,

As those

He

that

has

From

the ocean, right over the dunes
comes a well-mannered roar.
The club dozes.
It is eleven o'clock on a Tuesday
morning, a kind of morning transparent with innocence, goodness. So

to dwell in

there,

have been long dead.

has hedged

I cannot

He

me

me

about, that

go forth;

made my chain

heavy.

Lamentations,

it

III: 6,

Erika parks the car in the almost
deserted parking lot.
She takes the burlap bag which
Martin brought her from Portofino
out of the trunk. The kids bicker who
should carry the raft and who the
books, but Erika just stands by passwings the car keys and
sively,
waits for them to settle the argument. Then they walk into the club.
Emily skips ahead. She is a longlegged child of eight, her straw-colored hair is absolutely straight.
Mark walks with his mother, her duplicate, even to the soft dark-blond
wing of hair that he keeps pushing
out of his eyes. He is twelve years
old, and he carries the books: (Emily won the argument as usual) his
copy of The Caine Mutiny, Emily's

During the winter, they repainted
the pool.
Now the water gleams a shimmering blue. Aroimd it, on the light gray

cement blocks, are rows of white
chaise lounges with turquoise mats,
and over to the right are the blue
cabanas with the shuttered doors. Before them stand very VIP lounge
chairs with padded blue, white, and
green flowered cushions.
Soft music wafts constantly. A lifeguard sits, gleaming-shouldered, nineteen-year-old-muscled, on his perch,
his

sun helmet

Two

tilted

low over his

are in the pool.
They are both roly-poly seals, one in
red and one in blue, and they squeal
regularly. And two oiled bikinied
mothers are spread-eagled on a giant
eyes.

little girls

Little

towel depicting a great lobster. Their
tow-headed baby boys splash in the
wading pool. One of them keeps call-

Her long

nails

gleam whitely; she keeps her eyes
closed but calls back, "Ifes, Darling
I see. Darling!" Down at the shallow end of the pool a corpulent man
is doing ten laps, and from the tennis

—

courts

comes the ping of the

their

mother's

Burning?

Erika smiles at a few of the women as she passes them. Her neighbor
in Cabana Seven is just returning
from the courts, and Erika asks
about the game.
"It's too hot to play," Gloria Blank
says, as she pulls off her sun-visor.
Erika stands and looks out over
the scene, while the kids change,
then emerge from the cabana, race
each other to the pool, and disappear

Ma—

a languid wave.

Women, and

Is Paris

look. Ma," and his
ing, "Look,
mother raises a thin-fingered hand
in

seems.

7

balls.
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under the shining water in twin, perfect racing dives. She smiles. Then
she walks to the pool office, checks
the time of Emily's swimming lesson.
Her next stop is the pro-shop. "Yes,
Mark's tennis lesson is for four
o'clock.

It

won't interfere with his

round robin tournament."
Finally, Erika changes

too,

and

then she walks down to the ocean.
The waves are regular and soft today, and the lifeguard has the GOOD
SWIMMING flag flying. Delighted,
she dives under one of the slow
breakers, emerges on the other side
in a vigorous short crawl, then flips
on her back. She floats for a moment, looking up into the cloudless
blue sky, then she swims back to
shore with regular breast strokes, her
legs

scissor-kicking

precisely.

Over

her shoulder she watches for a wave
to carry her in, and finally she
catches one. Her face buried in the
foam, she is stretched out full length
when she scratches bottom. She
scrambles to her feet; she feels wonderful.

the steps on her way
back to the cabana, she sees her children. They have met friends; all of
them are carrying masks, flippers,
snorkel equipment.
"Be careful," she calls, and they

As she climbs

wave

to

When

is settled in

front of her

cabana, and the maid has taken her
order for a tunafish salad sandwich
and coffee, she puts on Bain de
Soleil, wipes her fingers on the white
towel she has taken off the pile the
cabana boy left on the bridge table,
and reaches for her book. She sighs
happily; this is bliss.
Erika speaks almost without an accent. Only sometimes, a sentence is
too loaded for her. Then she smiles
charmingly and says, "V's and

Ws

my

nemesis."

always hoping that no one
realizes the origin of her accent. Her
looks and the tawniness of her hair
make some people ask whether she is
Swedish. She would lie: "Yes," if she
were not afraid to run into someone
who can speak Swedish. At times,
she has admitted that the accent is
French, because her French is pretty
fluent. But mostly, on direct challenge, she says meekly that she was
born in Berlin. Then she cringes.
Here, at the club, she knows no one
well enough for this exchange, and
that suits her just fine. She is perfectly aware that her feeling about
the undesirableness of being German
is outmoded by twenty years, just as
she knows that it really stems from
the feeling she had about her Jewishness during her childhood. Yet, these
are still her reactions. However, she
is at peace with them; she smiles at
them, doesn't she? The kind of seand now she looks
curity she has
around at the scene at the East Island Bath and Tennis Club has
taken her beyond her aching feelings

She

is

—

—

of separateness, of alienness. She lets
the book rest in her lap and thinks
of her house at home, thinks of Mar-

—

Dear, devoted dear,
successful— dear, America n-born

tin in the city.

Martin.

her.

she

in one breath are

And

her children in their

crowd of friends, and how vivacious
Emily is, and how completely Mark's
quiet integrity is accepted and respected by his peers.
Erika watches idly as Gloria
Blank hails some of the other women who now come off the tennis
courts. She sees how they stand chatting, then go and sit under one of
the striped umbrellas and give their

luncheon orders to the waitress.
Erika reaches for her book again.

On a Dark Tuesday

How
thinks,

I

love

this

and begins

she

solitude,

to read.

she is distracted by shrill
from the pool.
She looks up and sees two skinny
teen-aged boys push a young girl into the water. Erika wonders who they
are. The girl comes up from under
now; she has long, streaming hair,
her mouth is wide open in an ecstatic
shriek.
"Billy,
Jimmy don't you
dare!" she screeches. The two boys
Later,

voices

—

grab for her. One wears red-and-white
striped trunks; his hair is very long

and hangs into his eyes. The other
wears black satine bathing
trunks, is all ribs and sharp shoulder
one

blades.

Erika smiles as she watches their
horseplay. She knows that they don't
belong in the club, and she wonders
how she knows.
They look different than our children, she muses.

Now
off the

three take running jumps
low diving board. The girl

all

holds her nose, the first boy is all
flopping legs as he jumps after her,
and the black-trunked one attempts a
dive but lands on his belly with a
loud splash.

Then Erika

sees that Gloria Blank
over to the lifeguard.
"Who are these fellows?" Erika
hears her ask in her cool, clear voice.

has

walked

A

She can't hear the lifeguard's answer,
but Gloria enunciates so well. "Yes,
I think you had better!" she hears.
Then she watches again as the lifeguard, in his college colored trunks,
walks up to the three youngsters,
who stand dripping, listening quietly. The girl nods, the boys fidget.
The one with the shoulder blades
shivers, a long ripple down the skinny spine. Then all three turn away
from the pool and go toward the
dunes. The girl looks very little between the two boys.
She has awful posture, Erika
thinks.

The lifeguard watches them walk
away. Gloria also watches.
Suddenly, the sun is behind a
cloud.

The water in the pool is darker it
looks deep. Erika shudders. It's cold,
she thinks. She looks down at her
hands; they are shaking. And suddenly, her eyes are smarting. She
;

reaches for her sun glasses, the crazy
kind with the big, round lenses that
hide one completely. She puts them
on, looks up as Gloria passes her on
the way back to the luncheon table.
She returns Gloria's smile with her
lips. Then she shivers again.
Erika gets up and walks into her
cabana.
I simply must take off this wet
suit, she thinks. It is chilling me.

Nuclear Miscalculation
Paul Ramsey

Consider nothing said.
retraction has been offered
To the newspapers

The

Of the dead.
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The Celebrated Case of
Brother Sebastian
• George H. Szanto
There's

border

where

a

hump on

the straight

northern Massachusetts
meets the common boundary
of

it

of New Hampshire and Vermont; the
borderline juts north, giving the
Commonwealth an extra twenty
square miles. Charles Bancroft himself claimed the land
he stole it
from New Hampshire before Vermont was declared a state. Old Bancroft had come up from Salem,
farmed the bit of land, and when he
died wifeless and childless, he willed
it to Massachusetts; Governor Smiley, with proper gratitude, asked the

—

legislature to call the area Bancroft.

Since then, other farmers have grown
corn and apples there (never in great
quantity) they've fought early frosts
and midwestern mass production,
and for generations they've complained of being cheated by Worcester and Springfield wholesalers on
the price per bushel. Early in the
nineteenth century a group of Cistercian friars founded an Abbey in the
township, in the forest north of the
village of Bancroft. They built it out
;

—

somebody'd report a robed and
hooded man near a farmhouse afterwards a chicken would be missing.
Or some furious mother insisted her
terrified and tear-stained kid had
seen what it called a 'black ghost' in
the woods
right away she'd say one
life

;

—

of

monks

the

child.

tried

to

molest her

But the reports never came to

anything; either the child was stealing from the Abbey garden or the
chicken story had been started by a
couple of teenagers one of the monks
caught parked on the old dirt road.
Mostly years of silence went by.

The area of the little hump is pretno different from any
other part of southern Vermont or
New Hampshire; it's especially atty but really

tractive

in

autiman,

in the

foliage.

There are the farms, the stone walls
that divide them, the small

Abbey

fourteen brothers and the Abbot is
about the maximum and the Connecticut River bordering it on one
side.

—
The new highway—

much by

not used

it's

the locals, usually

it's

full

and lived

people from New York driving
north to resorts in New Hampshire

simply and peacefully with the locals
for more than a hundred and fifty
years, separate from the village, farming and staying undisturbed in their
life of work, worship, and contempla-

and Vermont was built after the
war; only the old sign by the side of
the road tells you that less than half
a mile away is an Abbey with yearround conducted tours.

of the

wood

in the region,

tion.

of

—

The monks fought hard,

Oh, once in a while the police
would have to interfere in their silent

officially

and privately, to keep the highway
from being built right through the
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eastern edge of their fields fourteen
hundred feet from the Abbey itself;

and they succeeded in influencing
Highway Commission to build
two unnecessary curves into the new
road they kept the road out at the
edge of the Abbey's land. Since the
monks couldn't stop the whole project, they came around and accepted
the highway as another hardship visited on them by a demanding God.
the

—

And

then they even learned to take
advantage of it by advertising them-

selves in

The New York Times

the only Cistercian monastery in

as

New

England.

Their advertisement said
tourists should spend half an hour
for a visit to the life of contemplation
no remuneration, but if you wanted to leave a dollar or two for the
maintenance of the Abbey, nobody'd
be around to stop you. There was a
small box set up at the door out.

—

The decision
siders wasn't

to allow visits

made

easily.

by

out-

If at the

end of the war the health of the old
Abbot, Father Peter, hadn't failed so
quickly that he died only three weeks
after he took sick, nobody would've
ever raised the question. Father Peter had been against the three applica.

membership in the Abbey;
two were from returning soldiers
who'd been searching for a life of
tions for

peace ("Their decisions have not
been made with the necessary contem.
plation," Father Peter had said to
Brother Michael, the brother he
hoped would succeed him; Brother
Michael was his disciple in all the
Abbey's affairs), and one from an
older man with a background which
included eight years in prison. Even
with the Abbot's background in Cistercian history
he was a scholar
about the question of charity and
martyrdom he couldn't let himself

—

—
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admit the three candidates, even
though each said he was a believer
in what the order stood for. But then

Abbot died before his deciwas announced. Because he'd
been a respected and adored superthe old

sion

ior, the brothers took his choice without question, and Brother Michael
was the new Abbot.
So Brother Michael took the name
of Father Icarus and continued to
lead the brothers in the wise and

restrained and silent manner of his
predecessor; like the previous Ab-

he had an active mind and he
was curious about the rituals of Cistercian history. And he was practical
too
knew how much a dollar was
and how to spend it. For two years
he did a good job of handling the
bot,

—

Abbey

finances

despite

the

early

poor corn, and low prices
from the Worcester and Springfield
frosts,

And after a lot of uncomfortable reflection. Father Icarus
requested admission for the three
applicants. His decision didn't upset
the others, since they didn't know
there'd been any earlier opposition;
they looked at it as a wise move
wholesalers.

by the young Abbot (he was only
thirty-three, younger than most of
the others). The newcomers were accepted

with

warmth which
ever comes

the

kind

of

distant

close as anything
to friendship in an order
is as

you could tell they'd live
harmony with the others for years.

of silence;
in

But

it'd

been their three votes in

favor of opening the Abbey to public
visits when the brothers were working in the fields that'd made the majority.

On Sundays

after

the

eve-

ning meal ("Not good enough to be
enjoyed but with sufficient taste to
let us eat so that we might be sustained in our work," the first Brother
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Guide would explain later), when
the brothers met for forty-five min-

—

time during
a short
the week when they could
meeting was usually held. The Abbot
presided. One of those evenings Fautes to

talk

the only

—

ther Icarus suggested they allow visits to the Abbey ; he hoped the broth-

would think about it for a week
and then next Sunday they could
ers

about the
apple crop that had gone bad and
about the need for some kind of incom.e if the Abbey was going to conthose at
tinue serving its members
the moment and others in the future
as a retreat for contemplation and
hard work. They wouldn't be able to

vote. Father Icarus talked

—

—

continue for long with the few cows
and chickens they had, and the fields
were yielding less each year; they
needed some new source of income.
He suggested that they agree to open
the Abbey as an experiment during
the winter months,

and maybe they

could maintain themselves with voluntary contributions. Then he stopped all discussion on the proposal
until the next week and adjourned
the meeting.
There were only a few minutes
before everyone had to be quiet
again still, instead of going off alone
or in twos as usual to start the week's
that Sunday evening the
silence,
brothers stayed sitting after Father
;

There was an older, more disciplined
but really gentle monk even though
he scared you when he stared at you
Brother Francis; he said, "Such
will always be the end when we allow the spoken word to guide our

—

—

lives."

A

couple of the other broth-

who've died since then added
that complete silence ought to be imposed on the Abbey again, but nobody talked about it for long. Then
they broke up into groups, talking
quietly to each other. Brother Francis and two or three others were off
in the dark corner, nodding their
heads together, almost in rhythm.
The two ex-soldiers, Lucius and Ansehne, marched over to the open door,
back and forth, gesticulating one
of them limped from a wound he got
and nearly all the rest
in the war
were wrapped up in serious discussions. Only one of them stood alone,
ers

—

—

a

man

maybe

of

fifty.

Brother Sebas-

he was a large monk, taller
than his brothers and a bit heavy in
spite of the not very good and limited amount of food prepared by
Brother Cook. He came to a conclusion and rushed out of the counsel

tian;

chamber

(if

the others looked at

him

they'd notice he seemed to hobble
too). Outside in the cloister Father
Icarus was pacing over on the far
side; Sebastian slowed down a bit,

and the game leg under his robe was
obvious. (When Brother
noticed that two of the
three new members limped, he said
to Father Icarus that two of the new
brothers had only two good legs between them. How would they ever

the counsel chamber. They
were stunned and surprised. At last
when they began to talk, some of
them said they liked the idea; none
of them realized the finances of the
Abbey were in such bad condition;

probably

but, as one brother said, they weren't
supposed to, since knowledge like

fields?

would keep them from doing
work and praying properly. The
majority seemed to be opposed.

be able to work their shares of the
reaped everything that was theirs to
do, and sometimes Brother Sebastian,

Icarus

that

their

left

Francis

first

But both Lucius and Sebasand sowed and weeded and

tian tilled

;
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not so often that anybody could say

he was showing off, but quietly sort
of on the side, would help an older

who was maybe

weak
if he wasn't well on a particular day
once he even weeded for Brother
brother

a

little

Francis.) So Brother Sebastian interrupted Father Icarus's silence,
feeling a little uncomfortable that he
had to, but knowing he should: "Father Icarus, it's a great idea, it's exactly what we ought to do; it'll be
good for us and at the same time
we'll show visitors how great it is to
contemplate now and then about
themselves." Father Icarus seemed
appreciate the enthusiasm. He
to
smiled and said, "Thank you, Brother."

Icarus liked Brother Sebastian. Sebastian hadn't talked to

months

after

his

anybody

arrival

for

except to

was supposed to do.
he came to see the Abbot, to

find out what he

At
ask

last
if

maybe

there wasn't

some way

he could help the Order a bit more.
The Abbot smiled and explained to
him that the best any brother can
do for the Order is to live a holy life
as the Order understands it: through
work, silence, and devotion. It is,
said Icarus, the historical mission of
the Order to engage occasionally in
charitable work, but mainly we serve
only Jesus Christ and the men who
live a daily life in his devotion; historically we are a contemplative order. Then maybe, asked the
new brother, couldn't he learn something about the history (which he
knew only pretty generally) of the
Cistercians? The Abbot gave him
books and pamphlets. Some of them
must have been very old. Father Peter had given them to Icarus, and before that he'd left them to others as
well. But only ex-Brother Michael

wish to
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had been interested enough to read
and study. The others had returned
the books weeks afterwards, saying

thanks. Michael brought

them back

days later and asked for more. But
Sebastian kept them for more than
two months without a word, and Icarus must have thought they were too
difficult and too dull for him to understand. Finally, he returned them
one Sunday evening after the meal;

he apologized for being so slow and
pulled out from down in his robe a
list of a couple of dozen questions
which he afterwards realized couldn't
possibly be answered in the few minutes he had for the audience. The
Abbot promised he'd search out the
answers; he answered two pretty
broad questions and gave Sebastian

some more books. Each

of

them was

but they were each pleased
too. A week later Icarus gave Sebastian a sheet of paper with handwritsilent,

well, some of the
questions had been pretty silly and
trivial, but others showed that may-

ten explanations;

be he was beginning to understand
something about the troubled history
of the Order. One question, especially, about past relations between the
Order and wrong-doers who came
looking for protection and atonement, was interesting for Icarus,
since it was closely related to his own
particular specialty which Father Peter had got him started on, the study
of Christian charity in the way the
interpreted it. All told,

Cisterians
it'd

be

fair to

fied with this
to

admit.

say Icarus was satishe'd decided

new monk

His satisfaction probably

made him pleased with his ability to
make decisions for improving the
Abbey and maybe even the Order.
So when Sebastian came out to
congratulate him for his new idea,
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Icarus must have been pleased again.
There wasn't any law in the Order
denying the right to bring visitors
onto the Abbey's grounds, using
only precedent and example as a

almost

one-and-a-half-century

tradi-

and separation the
brothers of the Abbey had enjoyed."
of

tion

He

silence

called interrupting the silence *'a

sin."

Another

brother

intelligently

guide. In fact there v/ere Cistercians

pointed out that their solitude had

European countries who had allowed visitors lor years. Icarus could
rely on Sebastian.

already been destroyed by the new
highway. "If the wind's right, you
can hear the cars rushing by." Fran-

in

Next Sunday the debate lasted so
long there wasn't any time to vote.
Brother Francis was the leader of
those who opposed the move, It's got
to be admitted he argued well; he
said if you took in outsiders even
for a few minutes, the memory of

them when they'd gone was enough to
distract even the most strongminded
brother from his proper work. To
be exact he said, "Taking in visitors will destroy the entire life of the

Abbey. The principle of pure contemplation can only fall to the side when
a brother struggles to serve a tourcuriosity for the chance to earn

ist's

a few dollars for the Abbey." He
was terribly opposed to the suggestion and invoked the name of Jesus
Christ to hear him.
that without this

Abbey

Sebastian said

little

compromise,

wouldn't be able to
continue any longer that they had to
bring in money somehow, and letting
the public see how they lived was the
easiest way. Francis jumped on that
by saying he refused to allow anybody to make a show-horse out of
him, and Father Icarus had to silence
the loud laughter that followed. Then

the

itself

;

Ansehne said a few months of

trial

weren't impossible; visits could be
limited to a few hours each day or,
if the brothers preferred, to visits
every other day. There was some
mumbling and the brothers seemed
to be agreeing, but Francis broke in
again by reminding everyone of "the

cis

quieted

him by answering,

"I for

one never listened." The answer gave
Sebastian an opening. "Well, you
don't have to look at the tourists
either." Even though the remark was
a bit out of place,

some

of the others

understood what Sebastian meant,
and they wanted to add a few words
of their own. But the Abbot said
there were only a couple of minutes
left till they had to be silent again.
He adjourned the counsel and postponed the voting until the next Sunday evening when they would start
with it.
the Abbot broke the
vote with his own in favor. Ansehne's suggestion of a limited introduction was accepted. Even from
the beginning there wasn't much friction, and the next spring a decision
to allow visitors permanently for two
hours each day was passed by twelve
monks. Only Francis and one of his

The next week

tie

buddies opposed it. But later even
they came around and accepted it.
So once again silence and harmony
was everywhere except when interrupted by three tours a day, each
lasting about half an hour, of grin-

ning

women and

their

husbands and

spoiled kids, everybody oohing and
marveling when the Brother Guide

them the monks spoke to each
other for only three quarters of an
hour a week, Sundays after the evening meal. At that point the husband
tells

—
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usually

makes some obvious comment

to his wife.

The Abbey prospered in the years
The Abbot, after let-

that followed.

brothers try the posiSebastian permanent Brother Guide. Sebastian was
natural and charming, and he could
combine that with all he'd learned
about the history of the Order and
the Abbey. He used to let kids pull at
his robe, he answered the stupidest
questions with a smile and great patience; the visitors liked him. He
would take them on the tour the
way he'd arranged it, from the sacristy to the cloister and into the counsel chamber, then a fast tour by the
cells of the brothers, into the chapel,
then upstairs through the narrow
passageway where only one person
could pass Sebastian
at a time
would help them, especially the heavier ones that found the high step difficult
out onto the roof of the cloister so they could see the careful but
ting

several

tion,

at last

made

—

—

("Oh, yes,
it's been warping
needs restoration badly") carved
panelwork on the outside base of the
bell-tower,
then downstairs again
through the narrow passage for a
glance at the fields; then he'd let
them go. His kindness always got
lately
it

Abbey

box of bills and
he'd smile even at
those who looked as if they were
about to reach into a breast pocket
to pull out a billfold and who'd then
claim with a big grin they'd forgotten their wallet; he'd say, "It's not
important, God'll be with you."
the

coins;

in

a

full

fact,

Sebastian must have seemed like
a heaven-sent provider for the Abbey.
One day he said he thought it'd be a
good idea if the Abbey kept bees and
sold honey, and maybe homemade
cider too, to the visitors (and to
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knock down Brother Francis's accu-

monks

sation

that they

retreat

any more but businessmen in

weren't

in

Sebastian explained that
"in France or Germany or someplace there're monks that make alcohol, and some of the brothers, especially the two ex-soldiers, rememthe world,

bered something like that). Also in
season Sebastian discovered he could

draw

actually

visitors in

by

selling

bushel baskets of apples for much less
than they cost in Bancroft or even
in Springfield and Worcester, and
still

the

than

it

salers.

Abbey made more money

could by selling to the whole-

But since you

still

have

to

the bigger part of the Abbey's
agricultural surplus to wholesalers,
Sebastian proved himself yet more
useful. The job of taking produce to
the cities had been a rotating posisell

tion too

Abbey's

—no one wanted
silence

and

to leave the

contemplation

for the constant noise of the city

but Sebastian found he liked selling.
turned out to be a lot better
at the job than any of the others had
been. Where for years they'd been
getting twelve cents a pound for this
or that, he got fifteen when the market was flooded with corn or lettuce
(side crops he'd introduced to fill in
when spring came late or in the
usually slack summer season), Sebastian could sell everything and at
peak prices besides. Father Icarus

And he

;

must have been proud and pleased,
especially since he couldn't have forgotten the earlier hard times. Sebastian combined a business knack with
knowing how to take advantage of his
holy robes (the same robes that before had let the Worcester and
Springfield

wholesalers

spot

the

lambs they could cheat easily, since
the rotating brothers were always a
bit

naive to the

little

dishonesties of
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the business world).

To hard-minded

businessman, Sebastian talked about
the love of Jesus for all His children,
and some of them might starve if they
couldn't get twenty cents a pound.
Sebastian
bey.

knew how

to serve the

Ab-

In the years that followed, the Abbey even became a little famous; it
was mentioned once or twice in tourist guidebooks, and the people in the
neighborhood didn't object to it so
much. As the years passed, the Abbot
seemed to grow even more close to
his Order; he served it wisely and
probably even came to love his disciple, older than he was and so much
educated. Brother Sebastian. In
fact, he taught Brother Sebastian a
lot of what he'd learned himself during those long silent years. Two older
brothers died and were replaced by
good younger men, and Brother
Francis became older and constantly
more cantankerous, but the monks
didn't love him any the less for it.
less

be the walk of a couple hundred feet.
The City Hall—Post Office— Police
Station
Municipal Court House was
overflowing with curious and official-

—

looking people. There were newspapers not only from Springfield and
Worcester, but also from as far away
as Concord, New Hampshire, Boston,

and even two from New York City.
In one of those, the morning's headline reads

priest indicted as pick-

pocket, promising complete coverage of what it calls the Case of
Brother Sebastian. It describes Sebastian as "an anachronism, something out of Damon Runyon." Whoever he is. An anachronism. The
snooping papers list all the facts
about Sebastian's past under his earlier name, Mickey (Gimp) O'Leary, a

anymore. But below the surface, noth-

two-time loser who'd served nine
years (the last six in Sing Sing) for
grand larceny; he'd been a leg man
for the Castelli brothers in Philadelphia, and they thought maybe he'd
been an accessory (like driving the
car) in a daylight murder in New
York just before he was sent up the
second time. The other New York
paper says Mickey'd been paroled
twice for good conduct, the second
time after he became deeply religious
in prison and had talked a lot to the
warden about a life in retreat.

ing was different, and even Brother
Francis had to admit, between grunts
and long silences, that the life of

Brother
O'Leary.

Nothing changed.

The

fields

were

maybe

a little neater (because Brother Sebastian suggested they buy a
machine plow to replace the Abbey's
two old horses), and the road from

highway, now graded but still
not paved, wasn't used by teenagers
the

contemplation had if anything been
improved; a brother could still work
hard and then spend longer evenings
in devotion and study and thought.

But you don't look to the Abbey if
you want to find out why everybody's
of a sudden interested in what's
going on here now; no, you only
have to move from the bus stop
over to the center of Bancroft, mayall

Now

at

the defense table there's

Sebastian,

On

alias

Mickey

the right. Father Icarus,
and on the other side a lawyer, an
old friend of the Abbey from the days
when it was opposed to the highway.
The prosecuting attorney keeps talking about somebody called Polfrey;
Polfrey then says, "That tall fellow
over there, the one in the robes in
the middle, he's the one I mean," or
something like that. It's very difficult to hear. Polfrey's face is still

—
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blond

crewcut,

fat,

grinning;

you

don't have to see him to know what
he looks like. Stupid, stupid, stupid.
Dark conservative wellcut suits don't
always mean fat wallets in the lining
pocket, never did. He looks too
young, he's a fake. The routine was
too good; it had to come to an end
sooner or later. Still, to get caught,
that's bad.

For a lousy seven

dollars.

Oh, God. Usually there were maybe
a hundred or a hundred-fifty even,
on the average; after all, they were
tourists, prosperous, and on holidays
where they're only going to waste
all the money. When that first fellow
ear

it

too.

tower molding ("Oh, yes, badly
need of restoration"). You reach
out to help some clumsy old tourist
banker or at least he's got to look
like one
you graze his coat just a
bit when he's coming back in to the
everybody's
eyes
chamber,
dark

bell

in

—
—

blinded by the bright sunlight (unless like their guide they're dropping
their eyes for a short prayer, "Oh,

you
what I'm about to do'll be best
for everybody concerned" or someSaint John Bosco, I'm praying to

that

thing

word;

that's

say

—but

they

always

practice. Half a dozen tries in a year,

the papers

Of course,

assistance, only fair that

even

that

way. But he
thank you, not a

all

A nice reward

didn't

like

for an act of

wallet,

of

especially because of

in

the visitors got a better view of the

watch the guide and must be thinking. Oh, we've got to leave some
money and maybe something can be
done about the bell-tower, it's so
handsome). By the time all that's
over, any wallet that felt good on the
outside would be lost somewhere in
these handy robes and nobody's any
the wiser. Then the money gets added
to the prices paid by the wholesalers
during the slack season and the Abbey begins to prosper.

it was a sign, like
what Our Holy Jesus
showed Saint Bernard of Clairvaux.
So perfect, it'd fallen from his pocket, and it lay there, but that didn't
mean it had to be picked up, not
right away. So since it was full of
bills, that means the fellow should
have given something to the Abbey,

dropped the

the
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no act of charity. So

when

the second fellow drops his wallet a week later, it has to be a sign

no not a word, nothing to anybody.
And since nobody comes around asking for it, well, what can you expect,
put the money in the box at the door
where all the tours ended, little by
little. The wallet got lost on the way
to town one day.

—

that'd be a lot

in fact, dangerous.

practically never possible in winter

since coats

and shawls not only hid

dropping and wallets couldn't
be ordered to fall out of people's
pockets; sometimes you've got to
help Providence a little like at the
narrow passageway leading up to the

to

roof of the cloister, up there where

frequent

—

breast pockets,

just

a

Most of the tours didn't even suggest
the possibility. Anyway, all the conditions had to be perfect, or the
chances taken were too great. The
sun not only had to be bright; it also
had to be high this eliminated the
first and last tour of the day. It was

This was a time when the prices
in Springfield and Worcester were
really

wasn't

it

them.

And

they also protected
because you need a man

have a breast pocket, that decreased the possibilities even more

was women who came on
and the man had to look
prosperous, because it was too big
a chance to take if in the end the

—mostly

it

these tours ;
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whole thing only added up to a couand robbing the
ple of lousy dollars

cuses again.

poor just isn't a good thing. Then
you needed somebody who wasn't
going to be checking his wallet before he left, so you had to be able to
spot the kind of cheapskate who was
going to walk out without leaving
anything. Also the prospect had to
be heavy and easily out of breath so
he'd ask for help up and down the
stairs
one time it'd been necessary

he

—

—

to offer help that wasn't really need-

but there's something debasing
about this sort of thing, despite a

ed,

two-hundred-twelve-dollar profit.
finally, there couldn't be two
tries within three weeks of each other,
no matter how favorable the condithat rule was
tions were otherwise
promulgated early on, both for reasons of safety and because it's impossible to add too much at a time to
the box. It was an enjoyable kind of
game, using one of your talents for
doing good, and charity isn't a sin.

And,

—

Then there was that stupid afternoon when Polfrey came strutting
through the Abbey, sneering at the
little red and blue stained glass window of Saint Stephen Harding holding the Chart of Charity in his right
hand. The conditions were perfect.
He was young but fat enough so that
he might be one of those who'd ask
for help going up and down the narrow stairs; it'd been five weeks. The
lazy
good-for-nothing.
His wallet
safely inside the folds of the robe.
The lady with tinted blue hair asking just one more question about the
early years and suddenly there's Polfrey,
it

to

"You

stole

me, give

it

the robe, asking
his.

it,

you

thief,

back." Take
if

Polfrey grabs

it

it

give

from

he can prove it's
away, and points

out his finger, and accuses, and ac-

and Polfrey

knew

picked;

The tour gathers around,
is

screaming, telling

his

was

pocket

he just knew

it

when

how

being
they

passed through the narrow passage

from the cloister roof, and now he's
Nothing to say except that
sure, there it was on the ground but
there's no sense interrupting the tour
for something that can be done when
the tour's over, and everybody agrees
certain.

except Polfrey,

who keeps shouting

becomes necessary to say
quietly, "The fellow's crazy." Again
everybody agrees and Polfrey calls
back at them that "the Abbey hasn't
until

it

heard the

He was

last of this."

right;

frey wants

it

hadn't. First Pol-

Abbot

to hear the
case against this "thief," but Icarus,
after a private conference, refuses.
Then the local police turn out to be

the

helpful to Polfrey

—maybe the Chief

had once, years back, been caught
parking on the Abbey road, who
knows? So the policeman asks the
Abbot for a hearing, but he says no
again, and Father Icarus adds, "What
with all the fuss there'll have to be
a public apology from Polfrey to
clear away the rumors he's started."
So Polfrey charges "this so-called

—

Brother Sebastian" sixteen years socalled
with larceny, and here we

—

are.

In the center the judge. Far on the
the prosecutor and Polfrey; here
on the left the lawyer, he's a friend
of the Abbey; on the other side Father Icarus. All the way to the right
the jury, everybody's peers. Just like
last time, and the time before that.
It's difficult to change, probably impossible. Maybe they're all thinking
that, anyway, what difference does it
make. Mickey O'Leary, two time loser at Sing Sing, finds himself visited
left
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by the chaplain just because he's been
at Mass for maybe half a dozen Sundays in a row; he says something
like, "Don't go back to your old budin the syndicate, Mickey. Go
away." "Don't bother me, padre."
dies

One day he returns the chaplain's
They talk for a long time;
Mickey tells him he's been thinking
slowly, at his own speed
he doesn't
visit.

—
not very
—about the

being rushed and he's
he knows that
whole God thing and he's decided
maybe there is one, "or else the cops
wouldn't have invented prisons to
stop guys like me from doing something, and the cops ain't bright
enough to figure out what's good and
what's not, so there must have been
somebody else, like Jesus Christ may." There's three years before
be
parole comes up, enough time to
learn to say things like this better,
but for now the chaplain's pleased;
he's going to bring books and pamlike

quick,

.

.

it

as

matters, but not in the

same way.

Probably it was an accident that
the book on the Cistercians was with
some others one time when the chaplain brought a pile of them to Mickey.
But there really were men somewhere in the world who voluntarily
go to monasteries so they can live in
silence

and contemplation. The chapbimch of fanatics. But

says, a

lain

other books said maybe they weren't.
So you send a letter to the guy who

A

wrote

History of the Cistercian

Order in the United States and ask
him how you go about applying to
one of those places. The answer
comes back, pretty complete, and
then he says the chances of an excon
aplace like that aren't
talks to the Warden,
doesn't much like the idea.

getting into
great.

who

So Mickey

"You're going from one damn prison
he writes a letter to
the Bancroft Abbey anyway. Then
to another," but

there's this short note

from a

priest

phlets.

called Father Peter saying they've got

Maybe like Father Icarus, the
chaplain thought he'd lost a possible
convert because Mickey keeps the
books so long, five weeks for a couple of short books and three or four
pamphlets, but at last he comes in
with some questions. The questions
are mostly about tortures undergone

to

by martyrs and about

solitude,

Mick-

ey says he enjoys the solitude of prison and the discipline he gets from it,
if it'd only be possible for him to
go out once in a while, even though
the next time it might be the chair
if the cops prove things against him
he hasn't done. You have to do something for Christ if you do something
against Him; it's difficult to explain,

but you've got to do it, or it's going
be too late, not just maybe going
to the chair, that doesn't matter; sure

to

consider

all

the necessary back-

ground material, which must've

satis-

Warden considering everything that had to be said. Then somebody named Brother Michael comes
down from the Abbey for the interview "An unusual expedient for an
fied the

—

—

unusual case," he says and for two
hours he asks a lot of questions.
Then there are months of nothing
but silence, no word, nothing, but
Brother Michael said it was going
to take a lot of time,

there

was a

and anyway,
At

lot of that in there.

three weeks before the parole
comes through, there's this letter saying Mickey can come up to the AIdbey; it's signed by somebody called
last,

Father Icarus.

There are all kinds of accidents,
good and bad ones; as a matter of
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only good or bad
look at them.
Like: the chaplain says it's bad
Mickey found the book about the
Cistercians, and Polfrey's saying it
fact, accidents are

depending on

how you

was an accident he'd come to the Abbey; he had a flat, he took the highway to make up time, he stopped at
the Abbey to buy his client some
honey; it was almost too hot to
drive, so he took the midday tour because the Abbey was supposed to be
cool at that time of day; no, he's got
nothing against these people, barely
heard of the Cistercian Order, not
anti-clerical, just a

good

Christian, a

respected church-goer, single, solitary private citizen, see justice done.
So justice means talking to Father
Icarus. It's okay to do good as long
as there's no
clear

lie

attached. This seems
it wasn't ob-

enough; a shame

vious before.

"Are you a good Christian, Sebasyou a good Cistercian?''
"I am by what I know to be good.
Father, by what I read in the books
you gave me, and by what I've seen."
"Do you know the dangers of
wrongdoing, my son?"

tian, are

"Yes, Father.

I

suffered for that at

if you recall."
"There are differences between
what society finds wrong and what
the Order knows to be wrong."

the hands of society,

"Yes, Father, I realize that; lots of
Christians did things that looked
wrong when they did them, and then
they were made a saint centuries
later; and of course not everybody
who does good is going to be a saint,
but there's some good in a lot of
things."

"Old Father Peter had not wanted
admit you or Ansehne or Lucius,
but I accepted you; we are each other's charges." Then he said there

to

would have

to

be a public

trial.

was the
word of Brother Sebastian from the
Abbey as against the word of this
In front of the judge

man

it

So says the judge,
no prima-facia case,
and he sends everybody home for
lack of evidence. Besides, Polfrey had
his wallet, and nobody could ever
really know how he'd lost it, and
there were some who thought Polfrey was a bit crazy anyway. THE
MALIGNED INNOCENT, says the New
Polfrey.

there's

really

York paper about Sebastian.
Then there is a conference

be-

tween Father Icarus and Sebastian
when they're back at the Abbey. After a couple of weeks, Sebastian
leaves. There's this farmer Ben Simmons, with a nice field on the boundary of Massachusetts and Vermont,
right at the point

where Bancroft's

hump

begins, a bit stony, as he doesn't use it much, but he'll lease it out

asked properly; he's been a
the Abbey for a while;
some say he can trace his ancestry
back from a second cousin of Charles
if

he's

friend

of

September and
October and maybe even part of November, time enough to clear up the
worst of it before everything freezes
over; then tilling and sowing in the
spring, the summer for weeding, and
Bancroft, so there's

maybe

in the fall a good harvest; in
a year or two the place could be made

over into a little model farm, bring
out some city folks and show them
what the country looks like, have
them stay overnight on weekends; it
shouldn't be difficult to build a little house, two or three even, if Ben
Simmons'll give his permission, then
plant some apple trees over there in
the northwest corner; they only take
a couple of years before they start
bearing fruit.

Two Poems
• Bruce Berger

The Skaters
across and forward and over and back;
In the half light the skaters are practising.
Their faces are composed, expressionless.
They are edging toward the ideal; they would become
Circle, spiral, and parabola.

Down and

The studied whish

of their incision stutters

A

sound that falls just short of repeated pattern.
Over and back. In a universe distilled
To ice, sheet metal, and suspended lamps,

The

like cells of a quiet brain
one perfect, changeless thought.

move

skaters

Trying

to think

Each limb comprises
the curve should be
its reflection, self-aware.
skater pauses, plots the graph of his

And

if

.

.

.

Mirror and

A

Back and over
should ever be
Flawless, embalmed in ice, evident
As a leaf pressed into an album, beauty would be
A postulate at last forever proven.
Approach.

And

And if the curve
And if the curve
.

.

.

across.

In the half light, round and round, the skaters
Wheel in their eternal becoming, ever
Honing hair by hair the consummate curve
That would be liquid by tomorrow noon.

Encounter
With minds adrift in dream two strangers note
Each other's approaching car, their habit's gaze
Turned by slow hypnosis of the eye.
As each vague shape is lifted from the haze
The rush of metal focuses a face
That holds them as a vision, and they float
In the grip of some half-wished fatality.
Casually their stares consume the road
As toward some final homecoming embrace,
And merge in brief undying Liebestod.
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The Sun Danced on Easter Sunday
W. Ward

• Larry

Sit

back and watch

Stark legs and stocking tops
Syncopated to the new wind's

Modern dance
Let the

Canoe

warm
trips

for the

hem.

breeze choreograph

on mehing

ice floes

And

four-minute-mile the mind.
Swing your imagination
In the street and
Step to the beat of

The wind through

the Cossack skirts.

Let the wild pulse dance till
It's stopped in mid-beat with a blush.

Mourn
glories

the morningin the spring.

till

bloom

Run

in the hot rain but
Tiptoe through the puddles.

Do
On

a sultry barroom dance
the steaming streets,
Dressed in a limp tutu
And clammy tights for

The umbrella ballet.
Reach out to the sky
With closed eyes and
Spin till you perspire.
Dance so the rain
And sweat mix
Into salt water,
Then dribble off your chin.

Mourn
glories

and sunrise

the morningin the spring

till

bloom

clears the mourner's way.
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Dance on the wave
Of the forest fire,
But only upwind of
The funeral pyre for
Dry leaves and mountain
Sail in the smoke
Where the heat and

grass.

Cool breeze meet in steam.

Then

float free

Like a black cinder

Down
Ride

to the sea.

in with the tide

And leave a
On the sand.

soot print

Mourn
glories

till

bloom

the morningin the spring

clears the mourner's way
dancing sun on Easter Day.

and sunrise
to the

Dance you

6'

8" ballerina

Stretch out those snake arms
And tear down a piece of sky
For the last rites of winter.
You're Monarch of the Sky!
You rule the air like a conscience,

A

bad dream of
Too much cake and ice cream.
And when that orange ball
Whirls in the final second

Toward

You

its

vernal equinox.

up and
back down
With your elbow.
Mourn till the morningTip

pirouette

it

Glories bloom in the spring
sunrise clears the mourner's way
To the dancing sun on Easter Day,
In praise of the dawn-goddess Eostre.
Soft shoe on the undertaker's

And

Table and bounce
On your death bed.
Have a Basin Street funeral
And dance in the dark casket
To keep the spark smouldering,
Till

mourning turns into dancing.
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Meditation
• Burton L. Carlson

We

yield time to time-honored procedure,

prone in
our own

We
its

still

grass,

breathless October,

still

fields

sown with the winter

allotment.

gather the further tract,
brief immaterial cover,

far back, far

back of

this field

where we

lie

as

if

sleeping.

So many, much seems in motion.

The goldenrod,

birches,

frilled torches,

leap up,
dance.
Crab apples,

deep in their wintery color,
like children's cheeks brilliant,

burn.

Dull embers embellished by evening,
or rubies,
turn with the turnings of swordplay,
the red leaves,

unshed leaves: oak and dogwood,
boxelder and maple,

sumac

that chokes.

And

the birds' birds,
the grackles and starlings like charred things thrown away,
weightless clusters exploded,

dandelions blown
and the dried songs,
the insects that rattle,
dry paddles leaves sent skidding on schedule by windblast:

Who
Who

retrieves?

has witnessed quick clouds sent a-scudding
come tucking home?
Is there a laureate poet
extends lines
outside the poem?
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